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DEDICATION 

 

 

Billy Jones is no-one special. He’s not magical, has no super-powers or 
unusual abilities. He’s just a kid. He could be anyone. So, I dedicate this 

book to you, the reader, because if you were lucky enough to go to 
space school, this could be you. 
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Chapter 1 - Interrupted by a WhatWhatWhatWhat? 
 

 

 

Billy Jones fell out of mid-air.  

At the same time, the sudden ‘Whoop; whoop; whoop,’ of a siren sounded rudely in his ears, and flashing red 

lights fought their way through his closed eyelids and viciously attacked his vision. 

Billy was on the moon-base, in the small zero-gravity room in the crew quarters. It wasn’t quite as much fun as 

the 100-meter circular Floatball training room at the Academy, being only about ten meters square, or rather 

cuboid, and having no obstacles, goals, or even Floatballs, but it was good for a nice relaxing float around. 

That is, it was nice until the blaring lights and sirens interrupted, causing half gravity to be turned on to bring 

him thrashing to the ground. He had been floating upside down and, before he could react, he had fallen about 

two meters to the floor and clunked his head on the ground. After making an outraged ‘Ouch!’ sort of a noise, 

and flailing around on the ground to orient himself, he stood up, and gave his head a delicate rub before 

bounding out of the room, through steel-grey doors that whooshed open on his approach. He hurtled into the 

white, brightly lit corridor and thundered down the passageways, past windows showing the barren crater-

marked surface of the moon populated with linked domes, protruding from Luna’s dead skin like metallic 

blisters. As he sprinted around a corner, heading to the station Control Room, a smile stretched itself, slightly 

lopsided, across his face like an old friend. Billy knew the Control Room was where all the fun and excitement 

would be, given the alarms had gone off. 

To be honest with himself, whatever had caused this, Billy was quite pleased by it. He was getting rather bored 

by the summer holidays and was really looking forward to going back to space school, or rather the Galactic 

Coalition Corps Academy on the planet of Academy Prime. 



He had had his birthday, and was now twelve, having received what frankly was a such a forgettable bunch of 

presents he could barely recall them: some video games; sweets; clothes, including underpants, (freaking 

underpants? Who gives underpants as a birthday present?) a couple of board games with little figures in them; 

plus other stuff. The only decent present was a small remote-control flying drone with a built-in video camera 

he could link to a mobile phone (or his Comm-tech). He had had a bit of a fuss made by mum and dad for 

saving the world, twice (sort of twice, once was his fault anyway), as well as by the moon-base Commander 

and his staff, had been on a fantastically good beach holiday and was nicely tanned, and was now just ticking 

off the days until he got to play with lasers beams and other weapons at school. 

His dad let him visit to the moon-base on the days he was working there, but he had to stay with mum at home 

on Earth when dad was off flying his spaceship, which he disappointingly was not allowed on. Yet! 

Charging almost blindly down the corridor, the alarms still blaring loudly in the background, Billy bounced off a 

blobby gas-filled alien and muttered a quick, ‘Sorry,’ before nearly scattering a pack of small rat-like creatures 

who walked on hind legs, wore tabards and floppy hats, and carried tiny swords. Their indignant squeaks fading 

behind him, he rounded a corner and burst through the door to the Control Room as he waved his wrist-

mounted Comm-tech device at the lock, panting in excitement through a cheesy grin. 

The room was a hive of frantic activity, populated mostly by humans but with the odd cat-like Felinian and 

skinny furry ferret Alien, and a few others. The room was a horseshoe shaped multi-level stepped auditorium, 

with Computers, screens, holographic displays, dials and buttons filling every wall on level, as well as 

workstations in the well of the room’s centre. There were several, big, three-dimensional screens at the far end 

of the chamber with an important looking complicated computer desk in front of it. Half of the staff in the 

room, about eight people, or rather creatures, were gathered around it. 

‘…popped into space at the L1 La-Grange point,’ someone was saying. ‘One of the Star Wars SDI Platforms we 

re-activated after the Planet Bomb scare picked it up straight away.’ 

‘Thank you, Ronald Reagan,’ muttered Commander Fortran, inexplicably, while Billy frowned at the Star Wars 

comment as he trotted down the central stairs and sneaked up behind the small crowd, peering between 

bodies at the displays. 



‘Hello Moonbase One, Goonhilly Space observatory here, are you seeing this?’ A woman’s voice sounded over 

the room’s speaker system and the 3-D image of a middle-aged lady with red hair, tied back in a severe 

ponytail, and wearing a camouflage t-shirt, flickered onto one of the holographic screens. She reminded Billy of 

a teacher, the sort that was annoyed at you all the time, not the nice ones. 

‘Hello Goonhilly, Moonbase One here.’ One of the furry aliens replied into a microphone on the main console. 

Its fur was brown and beige stripes, like a slightly faded zebra. ‘Yes, we see what looks like a hyperspace 

missile, approximate length nineteen point five meters. We’re detecting no onboard life signs but dual nuclear 

signatures, one from an engine and one from a warhead.’ 

Billy's mouth dropped open in fear as everyone in the room started talking all at once in an alarmed manner. ‘A 

nuclear missile?’; ‘Where’s it from?’; ‘Who fired it at us?’; ‘Darkmites!’; ‘Where’s it aimed at?’ Panic was 

definitely in the air! Everyone was looking from screen to screen, trying to work out what was going on. 

‘Silence!’ Commander Fortran’s deep voice cut through the hubbub and quietened the noise. Billy saw he was 

in the centre of the group of people at the front. So was Billy’s dad and the Commander’s assistant, George. 

‘We’re prepared for this, so calm down everyone. Sergeant Mustela,’ he addressed the thin furry alien in the 

lead position on the console. ‘Can you confirm the missile’s trajectory?’ 

The alien, Mustela, tapped at a few icons, both buttons on the physical console as well as holographic ones 

floating in the air in front of it, and a high-resolution image of the moon with a dotted red line to it appeared. 

The line ended on the moon at a location marked by a green flag bearing the words ‘Moonbase-1’. The 

creature made a gulping sound before stammering out a reply. ‘Er, it er, it s-s-seems to be aimed a-a-at, er, at 

us, sir.’ 

To the collective gasped shock of the assembled crowd the Commander demanded, ‘Sorry, can you confirm 

that?’ He glanced between the ferret and the screen, squinting at where the line touched the moon. The image 

flickered as the little alien touched various controls again, re-checking his calculations. 

‘Y-y-yessir. Confirmed.’ The ferret seemed to calm down and acquire a more business-like tone of voice. ‘Ah, 

the, er, the missile has orientated itself on a, er, a reducing low lunar orbit trajectory with a projected target 

end-point of, yes, of this base. It’s definitely aimed at us, sir.’ 



‘Okay,’ the Commander looked intently at the displays, ‘We have more than enough defences to counter this. 

Activate the ground defence turrets, warm up two drones and get the pilots in their fighters if they’re not 

already there. In the meantime. which SDI satellite is best placed to deal with it?’ 

Mustela sat upright and tapped at a few more buttons and images, before pointing at a suddenly magnified 

green icon above the holographic image of the moon. ‘Satellite twelve-A, sir. It’s one of the new ones with the 

ion cannons. The missile should be in range of it within the next 30 seconds.’  

‘Excellent,’ the Commander nodded with a sigh, as the crowd seemed to relax around him.  

‘Gauss cannons are also hot,’ the furry Sergeant reported, fingers dancing over the console and eyes darting 

between screens and displays. ‘Drones two and four are in their launch tubes and all pilots have already 

reported as being in their vehicles and executing stand-by protocols.’ 

 Commander Fortran nodded and grunted a ‘Thank you, sergeant,’ in acknowledgement. 

‘Sir,’ Billy’s dad interrupted, ‘I’d suggest a full scan of the missile before we destroy it so we can try to work out 

where it came from and who sent it.’ 

‘As if we didn’t know already,’ George muttered under his breath from the other side of the Commander. 

‘Coincidence that there are no Darkmites on the station at the moment? I think not!’ 

As both the Commander and Billy’s dad gave George what looked to Billy like a disapproving glare, Mustela 

replied. ‘Already been running full sensor scans since it appeared, sir,’ he said, sort of over his shoulder, 

although actually his whole body twisted round 180 degrees. ‘We have as much data as we’re going to get on it 

without examining the device itself. It’s in range now, of the satellite’s ion cannon.’ 

‘Take it out!’ Commander Fortran ordered.  

‘Target acquisition program is running. Plasma ionisation complete. Target acquired. Disengaging safety.’ 

Sergeant Mustela narrated as he played his console like a pianist, fingers dancing over it in a blur of artistic 

motion. ‘Firing Satellite Twelve-A now.’ The alien flipped up a plastic shield and tapped at big red physical 

button underneath. The missile icon, and the moving dotted line that plotted its course, blinked once, and then 

simply winked out of existence. Billy imagined in his head what he would have seen if he had been near to it. 



He imagined he would have seen a blinding beam of light streaking through the blackness of space, the missile 

flashing briefly and glowing red before exploding dramatically, spewing fire and debris about, before fading 

back into darkness, leaving only a few glowing red pieces of metal drifting off into the night. 

Be that as it may, all Billy and the assembled watchers in the control centre actually saw was a small icon 

disappearing. They still all cheered, since no one was going to be blown up and die. People hissed out, ‘Yes!’, 

fist pumped and waved arms and other indescribable body parts in the air, sighed in relief and generally looked 

delighted.  

‘Target destroyed!’ The little alien's head bobbed up and down, its voice cutting through the noise. “Debris is 

projected to impact harmlessly 20 miles from the base. I have the exact selenographic coordinates.” Echoing 

out of the speakers also came the words, ‘That's confirmed, Moonbase. Goonhilly also verifies target 

destroyed. Good work.’ 

‘Good work?’ George sounded slightly indignant. ‘It's not them that was about to be blown up!’ 

‘Sergeant Mustela, I want an active scan of the whole solar system.’ The Commander wasn't relaxing yet. 

‘Check all the monitoring satellites on all planets from Mercury up to Neptune. If there is anything bigger than 

a pea that shouldn’t be there and that's within a hundred billion kilometres of Earth, I want to know about it, 

and I want to know yesterday!’ 

‘On it, sir,’ Mustela replied, zooming out the holograph to show the Solar system. ‘My team. Let's check all of 

our end-points for unusual activity.’ A number of the staff present replied, ‘Yes sir!’ 

‘You!’ Fortran pointed at some slimy green thing Billy didn't know at a station one level up. ‘Get a dump of the 

missile scan data and analyse the hell out of it. If we can work out the point of origin of the missile, or glean 

anything about it, who made it, type, serial number, manufacturer, unusual materials or components, anything, 

I want to know.’ 

‘Yes sir!’ The un-named thing nodded sharply, sending a few glowing drops of slime down to the floor, before 

turning back to its console and tapping away. Billy noticed it was wearing gloves and its chair had what looked 

like green pus dripping from it, adding to small pool already around the base of the chair. 



‘I want the Satellites kept hot, and the Drones and fighters ready to launch on the blink of an eye. Steve, 

George,’ Fortran looked between Billy’s dad and George, ‘you two are with me. Let’s go to my office and make 

a call to General Razzo at the United Nations. The chaps at Goonhilly will almost certainly be letting him know 

we’ve been attacked and I’d rather he had it from me first.’ 

‘Sir!’ they both replied, nodding, and followed him out of a door on one side of the Control Room. Billy glanced 

around at the milling bodies, all talking or focussed on their systems, shrugged, and tagged along behind his 

father. 

Billy had to almost trot to keep pace with the trio as they marched briskly down a short corridor, adorned with 

pictures of the moon-base from the outside in various stages of construction, and the odd starship, and turned 

right into the Commanders office, the door opening with the obligatory hiss of air as Fortran waved his left 

arm, on which he wore his Comm-tech, at it. As they entered the room, his dad, Steve, noticed Billy and, raising 

his eyebrows and holding a hand out in front of him, said, ‘No, not this time, son. Stay outside.’ 

As Billy's face fell, crestfallen, the Commander shook his head and overruled him. ‘No, let him stay. Provided he 

sits quietly in the corner, I can’t see the harm. He’s not met the Head of the UN’s Space Division yet, and the 

General has expressed an interest in meeting him. Also, we actually all owe him our lives again, don’t we? After 

all, it’s purely because of the Planet Bomb business that we have these defences in the first place!’ 

Billy glanced between all the adults, frowning and smiling at the same time. ‘What?’ 

‘Tell him Steve,’ Fortran ordered, ‘while I try to work this damn thing to call to the General.’ 

Billy looked as his dad as they crossed the room, heading towards a small table with another Holographic 

projector screen at one end. The room itself was huge for an office. It had a massive wooden desk adorned on 

two corners with the UN and Coalition flags, covered in papers and tech displays, almost lost against one wall. 

Formal posed pictures of people and aliens Billy supposed were important hung on the walls in impeccable 

straight lines, some uniformed, others not, and a personal teleport station and control unit dominated the far 

corner, on the other side of the room, the centre of which sported a plush blue, deep pile rug, itself easily 

bigger than his parent’s front room. Other inexplicable technological devices sat on shelves and the floor, 

against the walls, all lined up neatly and in an orderly fashion. Reaching the conference table first, the 



Commander started to tap alternately at a control box and his Comm, muttering, ‘Come on, you are bloody 

connected!’ 

‘Well,’ Steve began, looking at Billy, ‘very briefly, decades ago, everyone was worried about there being a 

nuclear war between America and Russia, as they didn’t get on very well. An American President called Ronald 

Reagan suggested building what he called the ‘Star Wars Program’, or the Strategic Defence Initiative, the SDI, 

which was a series of satellites armed with lasers designed to shoot down Russian missiles.’ 

‘That sounds cool!’ Billy smiled. He liked lasers and missiles, provided they weren’t aimed at him, that is. 

‘Well, officially, it was never built,’ his dad continued, ‘It was deemed to be too expensive, and the technology 

at the time was a bit rubbish, so it wouldn’t have worked anyway. However, that was a lie to fool the Public. 

Cost wasn’t an issue and it was built, using alien technologies, and not to defend America against Russia, but to 

defend the Earth against the Darkmites.’ 

Billy’s head craned forward as his father spoke, eyes wide and cheeks flushing. He loved this kind of thing. 

‘So,’ his dad continued, eyes flicking at the Commander, who seemed to think that if he pressed the buttons on 

the keyboard harder, they were more likely to work, ‘at that time, Earth was still a very new member of the 

Coalition. There were very, ah, aggressive, legal proceedings going on in the Galactic Courts by the Darkmites 

to get us kicked out. The SDI was built to try to defend Earth in the event we were expelled from the Coalition 

and then attacked. Seventeen satellites were built in orbit around Earth, and four around the moon.’ 

Billy’s mouth made a silent, ‘Wow,’ opening and closing like a goldfish breathing, while Fortran almost shouted, 

‘What does it mean it can’t find the screen? It’s bloody there?’ 

‘Here, let me.’ George leaned across the Commander with one hand and pressed two buttons simultaneously. 

A small cone-shaped device in the middle of the table bleeped and lit up. 

‘I did that, twice,’ Fortran muttered, a bit petulantly. 

‘That was quite a while ago, now.’ Billy’s dad ploughed on, unperturbed. ‘Things calmed down, the Darkmites 

lost their appeal, and even though they keep trying new ways to drag us before the Galactic Courts, invasion 

was deemed unlikely. The satellites have been de-commissioned for years, now. Effectively turned off but left in 



orbit and regarded as space junk, until the Planet Bomb affair. Since then, within the last few months in fact, 

they’ve all been turned back on, had upgrades and some additional ones were shoved up very quickly!’ 

Steve sat back, suppressing a grin, and looked at his Billy. 

‘So, you see son, when that missile popped out of hyperspace, thanks to you we were able to easily take it out!’ 

 As Billy felt his chest puff up and his smile grow even wider, the big screen projector suddenly made a ringing 

noise. The Commander grunted happily and said ‘Ah, finally. Here we go.’  

Everyone in the room smoothed down clothes, sat upright, and put serious expressions on their faces as they 

arranged themselves around the table and stared at the image of a green camera vibrating in mid-air in time to 

the ringing. After a few seconds, and an unnecessary clicking sound, the icon faded and was replaced by the 

head and shoulders of a slim, elderly man, bald, but with an amazingly wide, red moustache, flecked through 

with grey, and dressed in an impressive brown-green military uniform with a huge number of medal ribbons on 

his left breast pocket. Gold coloured bits and pieces of fabric, and stars and stuff, glittered around his collar and 

shoulders as he moved. 

‘Yes, Pierre?’ he started to say before looking up at some screen of his own and seeing Fortran was not alone. 

‘Oh, Steve isn’t it?’ he added, squinting as he leaned forward, to which Billy’s dad nodded with a ‘Yessir.’  

The General moved his hands around, clearly moving the images in front of him into a more comfortable 

position. ‘Is that young Billy Jones I see with you, Pierre?’ he enquired, now leaning back and smiling.  

‘Yes, General,’ Commander Fortran replied. ‘Let me introduce our first formal Corps Academy student, about to 

enter his second year, and the lad who saved the Earth, Billy Jones. Steve is his Father.’ 

‘Yes, of course,’ the general nodded. ‘Pleasure to finally meet you Billy, though not actually in the flesh yet, eh?’ 

‘Er, no, er, nice to meet you too, er, sir.’ Billy wasn’t quite sure what to say or do, but mumbling something 

polite-ish usually seemed to go down well with grown-ups. 

‘Excellent, excellent.’ General Razzo beamed with pleasure. ‘Well, I assume this isn’t just a social call, Pierre, so 

what’s up, eh? Spill it.’ 



‘Trouble, sir.’ The General adopted a more serious expression as Fortran spoke. ‘Five minutes ago, we detected 

an unscheduled hyperspace arrival into our L1 La-Grange point. It turned out to be a nuclear missile aimed at 

the moon base.’ 

‘What?’ The General sat bolt upright, his eyes widening and mouth opening. Billy thought that expression 

made him look a bit like a fish, albeit a fish with a moustache. 

‘We took it out easily enough now the SDI satellites are back up and running, and we’re analysing the sensor 

scans to see it we can identify anything about it. We’re obviously now on high alert, but I wanted you to know 

asap.’ 

‘Quite right, quite right,’ moustache fish-face agreed, nodding away. ‘So, what else do you know, eh?’ 

‘Unfortunately, that’s it for now, sir, until we've analysed the data.’ Commander Fortran sounded apologetic. 

‘Other than there are no Darkmites on the station at this time, and I can’t think of anyone else who would want 

to harm us.’ This came from George, and his words seemed to provoke a low growl from the Commander and a 

sharp, indrawn breath from Billy’s dad. 

The General frowned at George as the Commander introduced him. ‘General, this is Lieutenant George Stanley, 

my personal aide and chief-of-staff on the Moonbase.’ 

‘General,’ George nodded. 

‘That’s a very serious allegation you’ve made there, Lieutenant,’ the General stated, his face flushing pink. ‘It’s 

not one I’m prepared to repeat without some evidence to support it.’ 

‘I know, sir, but come on; we all know the score here.’ Steve looked disapprovingly as George continued. ‘The 

Darkmites have always wanted to kill us all, and there aren’t any other races who hate us enough to do this, so 

who else could it be?’ 

‘Well, the last missile attack on Earth was by the Canettes,’ Steve pointed out, ‘and we know there are space 

pirates and other less salubrious races out there...’ 



‘And I am certainly not sending Earth’s new Ambassador off to embarrass himself in the absence of any proof!’ 

the General spoke over Billy’s dad, a harsh edge to his voice, effectively finishing his sentence. 

‘But General, it has to be them...’ George protested. 

‘No!’ Razzo cut George’s words dead, a horizontal karate chop gesture emphasising his disapproval. ‘I will not 

directly accuse anyone without tangible proof. Analyse your data, give me facts I can act on, but in the 

meantime, Pierre, speed up the SDI enhancement program. I’ll get you whatever money you need, but I want 

the Earth sewn up so tightly you couldn’t get my granddaughter’s doll into the atmosphere without it being 

tracked by ten lasers and a dozen gauss cannons.’ 

‘My thoughts exactly, sir,’ the Commander agreed. George looked like he was about to say something else, but 

then winced as Billy’s dad kicked him quite hard under the table. 

‘Good,’ General Razzo stated. ‘I want a full report by 10:00 tomorrow morning, copied to the Ambassador, the 

President of the United Nations and the Acting World Governor, although I’ll call them all now. We’ll speak 

tomorrow, Pierre,’ and the General glanced at George as he added, ‘alone, next time.’ 

‘Of course, sir, thank you sir. Moonbase out.’ Fortran ended the call with a tap on his wrist, and Steve let out a 

breath he didn’t know he’d been holding in.  

‘George, you Muppet!’ Steve exclaimed. George looked ready to defend himself as Billy’s dad added, ‘These 

called are recorded and logged. You can’t make accusations like that.’ Billy’s dad waved his hand in the general 

direction of the projector screen as he spoke. ‘What if the Darkmites were to make an Information Disclosure 

request for any data which references them. We’d have to hand the log of that call across.’ The Commander 

just glared at George, clearly furious. 

‘I know, I know.’ George adopted a more apologetic tone. ‘It’s just that it’s so bloody obviously them.’ Billy 

opened his mouth and breathed in, shocked that George was being spoken to like that in front of him. 

‘You know that,’ Commander Fortran stated through clenched teeth. ‘I know that, and the General knows that. 

For the love of God, you just don’t say it out loud on a logged call!’ 

‘Excuse me.’ Billy put his hand up and three pairs of eyes turned on him.  



‘Yes, son?’ his dad asked. 

‘Sorry, but my Head Teacher Admiral said that Darkmites tend to obey the law. Shooting a missile at us isn’t 

obeying the law, is it?’ 

The grown-ups exchanged slightly puzzled glances before Steve responded. ‘Hmm, I think the Darkmites have 

an odd view as to what is legal. If they think we should be kicked out of the Coalition, then Coalition laws don’t 

apply to us. No son, it’ll be them, for sure.’ 

‘Okay,’ Billy replied, but he was unconvinced. Having heard the phrase ‘Space Pirates’ earlier, he was imagining 

hook-handed, peg-legged, cutlass wielding, gold toothed, tentacled, alien buccaneers flying a spaceship that 

looked suspiciously like a wooden sailing ship, complete with space cannons protruding from gun ports along 

the sides. 

The Commander looked at the three of them. ‘George, you’re dismissed. Take Billy with you. Steve, stay, I’d like 

your opinion on the security set-up for the new Jupiter Facility.’ 

‘But Sir,’ George protested. ‘No one knows the Jupiter station better than me, and …’ 

‘Dismissed, Lieutenant.’ The Commander looked at George so hard even Billy could tell he was still annoyed at 

him. 

‘Sir,’ he nodded, his face flushing red, and headed towards the door. Billy’s dad added, ‘See you later, son,’ as 

Billy got up and followed. As they left the office, the oily green skinned humanoid, who had been waiting 

outside, oozed up to George clasping a tablet, splattered with slime despite the creature’s gloves.  

It belched a particularly impressive burp, green gas billowing from the horizontal slash of a mouth and 

dispersing half an inch from its face as the force-field, generated by the alien’s Field Suit implants, tackled the 

noxious gas. Billy’s own suit translated the sound into English. 

‘I’ve got the preliminary analysis of the missile, sir,’ 

 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 2 - Space Pirates? 
 

 

 

‘Darkmites?’ George asked? 

‘No evidence of it, sir,’ it burped again. ‘Either they're being clever, or they hired someone to do it!’ 

‘Of course it was them!’ George was not going to accept for one second that it was not the Darkmites. 

‘I'm not saying it wasn't, sir.’ The green alien was waving its tablet computer at George as they headed back 

towards the Control room, sending small green drops of goo around to splatter on the floor as he did so.  

‘All I'm saying,’ it continued, belching and burping out its words, ‘is that from the spectrographic analysis of the 

missile's plasma trail, the construction materials, and the poor technology behind the warhead, it wasn't of 

Darkmite construction. It looks, well, kind of a home-made missile.’  

The aliens head was now surrounded by a cloud of green vapour as its suit struggled to handle the volume of 

gas it was generating. 

‘A home-made nuclear missile? Really?’ George was incredulous. ‘You do know how difficult it is to build a 

reliable hyperspace missile and a working nuclear bomb, don't you? You need the resources of a planet, or at 

least a huge and well-resourced organisation to do it, and other than the Darkmites, I'm pretty sure there isn't 

one out there big enough and that hates humanity enough to do it!’ 

‘I'm not arguing with you, sir. I'm just giving you the facts.’ The slimy toad-like creature bravely stood its ground 

as George stormed back into the main centre. ‘The Hyper-space drive signature we detected on its arrival 

matched what you'd see on an unmanned probe, the sort of which gets used for exploring distant planetary 

systems. It was simply bolted on to the side of the missile next to a basic fuel powered rocket. Someone would 

have had to tow the thing to a launch point, manually key in the target, and get away from it.’ He dropped his 



tablet onto a small, stained grey plastic table covered in used mugs and paper cups. He tapped at his Comm-

tech, which Billy noted was covered in a protective film, and the tablet projected an image of the missile into 

the air, a long slender tube shape, with protrusions and odd boxes and pods attached to the body of it, mostly 

at the engine end. The other end, rounding smoothy to a point, was clearly the warhead. The creature 

manipulated the holograph with his seven-fingered gloved hand as he spoke. 

‘The main body of the missile was from an old non-nuclear, decommissioned, Corps-surplus short-range 

missile. The Corps sells off these things to companies and developing planets. This one is missing it’s serial 

numbers so we can’t trace who it was sold to.’ George snorted and shook his head in disbelief. ‘The warhead 

was literally welded onto the top. It was a jury-rigged Plutonium affair. Basically, two lumps of not-very-well 

shielded high-grade plutonium-239 designed to be rammed together and generate critical mass and blow up 

on impact by an actual plunger. Very primitive. Very dangerous. To whoever built it as well. Either they're 

immune to radiation, wore a damn good suit all the time, or they're dead or dying from radiation sickness. That 

missile leaked rads like a sieve leaks water.’ 

George pursed his lips and poked at the holographic schematic of the missile, zooming in and out and spinning 

it to look at it from different angles. 

‘Mmmm. Any idea where it came from?’ 

‘Nope!’ The creature sounded like it was vomiting. ‘Could be any gravity neutral location within 500 light years, 

which gives you a choice of about two million star systems, unless they were really stupid and actually pointed 

it at us when they fired the hyperdrive, in which case it could have come from one of these two hundred and 

twenty-seven systems, a third of which are in Darkmite owned space.’ A green line appeared from the rear of 

the holographic rocket, which then shrunk into a picture of part of the galaxy, the line intercepting a string of 

systems which were highlighted in red.  

George raised his eyebrows. Obviously, to him this just added to the case that it was the Darkmites. 

‘Unlikely, though. Other than that, it had no obvious clues as to its place of manufacture, but we're continuing 

to trawl through the data. Analysis of the debris fragments may help. They’re being gathered as we speak. We 

hopefully can scrape some DNA off the pieces.’ 



‘Keep at it, and keep me informed,’ he instructed. 

Billy always thought it odd that you tell someone something, and they then say, ‘Keep me informed.’ What did 

George think the green guy was doing?  

George stomped off leaving Billy at a bit of a loose end. Bored, in other words. A bored Billy is never a good 

thing as all sorts of trouble can result from that. 

‘Could Space Pirates have built that missile?’ he asked the green creature, almost innocently. It had been 

leaving too, in a different direction to George, but stopped and turned.  

‘I rather doubt it,’ it hiccupped in reply. ‘Pirates tend to be, well, not unlike what they were in your history. 

Someone owns a spaceship, outfits it with weapons, and lurks around the shipping lanes, refuel locations and 

other frequent stop points. An unarmed ship appears, and it gets attached and looted. Back before Earth joined 

the Coalition, this system was a Common pirate stopping point.’ 

‘Really? Space pirates, here?’ Billy was gobsmacked. 

‘Yes. Your Jupiter and Saturn were used as a refuel point by ships that couldn’t afford the refined fuel at Gas 

giants in other systems, systems that were owned by someone.’ 

Billy was fascinated by this. ‘Go on?’ he encouraged. 

‘Okay, well, you see, when you're refuelling, you can either just plug your spaceship into a refuelling station, 

and get clean, processed fuel pumped straight into your storage tanks, or you can send down a fuel drone into 

the atmosphere of a Hydrogen Gas giant, suck fuel into it and then the drone goes back to your spaceship.’ 

Billy nodded in encouragement, so the alien continued talking, bizarre digestive noises emanating from its 

mouth which Billy’s suit translated. 

‘Not only does the drone method take a lot longer, but you can also get all sorts of other nasty stuff mixed in 

with your fuel. Gasses like ammonia, sulphur or methane, or useless things like helium or water. They can mess 

your engines up if your filters aren’t up to scratch. If the weather on the Gas planet is bad, you might also lose 

your drone and then you're stranded!’ 



Billy's mouth opened into a silent ‘Oh!’ expression. 

‘When Earth joined us, we put a basic mining station in orbit around both Jupiter and Saturn. It makes 

refuelling a lot easier as the stations extract and purify the hydrogen, but then it needs paying for. Earth is such 

a popular re-fuelling point you’ve just finished building a huge brand-new hydrogen mine and fuel station at 

Jupiter. Massive thing it is. I'm pretty sure all this is on your Year 2 syllabus at the Academy, you know. I think 

you get some tours of refining stations.’ 

‘Really? Cool! But what about the pirates?’ 

‘Well, they don't hang about here anymore since we installed the hydrogen mines. For all the Galaxy is a 

civilised place, there are still some, shall we say, less nice areas? Space stations in orbit around uninhabited 

planets where the illegals hang out and black-market deals get made. But they're groups of small-fry in 

comparison to the resources of a planet. To build that missile, well, it'd be beyond most of them, and I can't 

think why anyone would want to blow up this base. Anyway, when you graduate, you're going to sort them all 

out for us, aren't you?’ 

The alien gave Billy an affectionate, and frankly rather patronising, ruffle of Billy's hair before heading off. 

Running his hand over his head, and it coming away sticky, Billy realised the creature had lightly slimed him. 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 3 - Back to school 
 

 

 

Billy wasn’t too sure why but, as well as the usual sweets and clothes, and his Floatball boots, he packed both 

his Vengicator 350 toy dart gun and his new remote controlled flying mini-drone in his bag this year. He didn’t 

tell mum or dad he had packed them as he was sure they would have made him take them out. 

His mum hugged him unnecessarily at the entrance to the shed, sobbing as she usually did, and Wiggy the dog 

did something to Billy’s leg that always made mum tell the poor thing off. With his mother’s cries of 

embarrassing things like ‘Be good,’ and ‘I love you!’ echoing in his ears, Billy and his dad walked through the 

Gate in the shed and stepped out in one of the Gate rooms on the Moonbase.  

Exiting the room, Billy stopped for a few seconds, as he always did, staring across the huge open area in front 

of him at the extraordinary array of aliens parading about. Tall ones, short ones, furry and slimy, all the colours 

of the rainbow and with a vast array of different limbs, hands, claws and tentacles.  Some were dressed in 

elaborate costumes, and some naked. Many had bags and cases either carried or floating next to them, as they 

jostled around the atrium. The mere sight of such a collection of creatures, framed against the glass domed 

ceiling with a black night sky, glistening with a million stars, was better than in any film he had seen or game he 

had played. It always made him take a deep breath and smile. 

Billy had a good hour before the spaceship, the GSC Starburst, was due to arrive to take him off to school. As 

on previous trips, since it was a fifteen hundred light year journey with a number of stops, the journey would 

take what Billy now thought of as over two ‘Earth days’ to complete (Coalition Standard days were about 

twenty-seven and a half hours). He was hoping that his best friend Kitten would again join the ship when they 

docked at Acinonyx. He was also hoping that his three Darkmite schoolmates, Murdrax, Grizzlick and Scritch, 

would not board at Deprementium, having, if Billy was lucky, contracted a nasty space virus and died in great 

pain. Well maybe not in great pain. No, no, actually, yes, definitely in great pain! 



Billy didn’t like them. 

Once on the station, his dad took him to see the Commander, in his office. 

Dad knocked and after a muffled grunt from inside, they entered the room. Commander Fortran looked up at 

them from the other side of the big desk, currently covered in holograms of machines, the moon, spaceships 

and all sorts of other stuff, and waved his hand at a couple of chairs.  

‘Come in, sit down,’ he beckoned, minimising the display in from of him to get a better view of the pair.  

‘Thank you, sir,’ Billy’s dad replied, and plonked himself on one of the seats. Billy followed suit. 

‘Now, Billy, I wanted a quick chat with you before you went off to the Academy,’ he began. 

‘Sir?’ Billy answered, squirming uncomfortably in his seat. ‘Have I done anything wrong?’ 

The Commander laughed. ‘Heavens no, child. No, no, no. I just wanted to wish you good luck.’ 

‘Okay. Thank you. Sir.’ Billy relaxed a bit at this, but had the sneaky suspicion that, typically of grown-ups, the 

Commander was lying to him as they thought he was just a kid and, in fact, did have something more 

important to say. 

Billy was not wrong! 

Fortran cleared his throat, paused, and frowned as if a thought had just occurred to him. He threw a quick 

glance at Billy’s dad before looking back at Billy and spoke again. 

‘No problem, no problem. However, Billy, while you’re here, about the Darkmites...’ 

‘Here we go!’ flitted through Billy’s head, and he smiled, ever so slightly. 

‘Yes sir?’ 

‘I’m not too sure how to ask this, but, ah, Murdrax, Murdrax is Ambassador Sleed’s son. You, er, you know that, 

don’t you? The Darkmite Ambassador to the Coalition.’ 



Billy nodded at the Commander and answered, ‘Uh-huh.’ Billy knew that from the first time they met, since 

Murdrax enrolled in the Academy at the same time he did. 

‘Good. Well, if, you know, if you can find out if, ah, if Murdrax knows anything about the missile attack on the 

moon, that would, ah, that would be good.’ 

Billy had never before heard the Commander waffle so much. ‘Do you want me to ask him, then?’ Billy 

frowned. 

‘No, no, no, no. Well, not directly. Make hints, you know, see if, ah, try to see if he knows anything.’ 

Billy squinted and looked over at his dad before pulling a confused face at Fortran. ‘You want me to ask him, 

but without actually asking him?’ He shook his head. ‘I don’t understand.’ 

The Commander sighed. Billy thought he was trying to do that grown-up thing of trying to say one thing by 

talking about something different.  

Billy’s mum and dad talked about all sorts of weird stuff, slowing their speech and winking at each other, and it 

seemed to Billy that they had in fact talked about something else. For example, in the weeks leading up to 

Billy's birthday, his parents kept talking about how they needed to buy potatoes, and the right potatoes, and 

how one of them would buy the big potatoes and the other would get the other potatoes on the list. Billy 

thought they went on about it a bit too much as all he cared about was that the mash was nice and creamy. 

Perhaps the type of potato mattered, or something. 

Dad chipped in the try to explain what the Commander meant. 

‘Try to engage Murdrax in a conversation and raise the subject of nuclear missiles in it somehow, or refer to the 

moonbase. See if he says anything. Don't actually ask, 'Did you fire a missile at us?’’ 

‘I don’t normally talk to Murdrax. You told me to stay clear of him?’ 

‘Yes, and you still should stay clear of him,’ dad confirmed, ‘but if you do happen to talk to him, and if you can 

steer the conversation to missiles, or nuclear warheads, or this base, see how he reacts. Okay?’ 



Billy looked blank eyed between the smiling eager faces of dad and the Commander, before deciding that this 

was just one of those occasions when he simply had to agree with whatever it was the grown-ups were saying, 

even though he didn’t really have a clue as to what they were going on about or what it was exactly he was 

supposed to do. 

‘Okay!’ He grinned his best smile back at them. ‘Got it.’ 

He hadn’t. 

‘Excellent!’ The Commander stood, so both Billy and dad stood too. ‘In which case, good luck for this year. I am 

sure you will continue to do us proud, Billy. General Razzo has asked me to pass on his personal best wishes as 

well, along with Ambassador Hari, who is the new Earth Ambassador to the Coalition. You might bump into him 

on the Shuttle.’ 

Billy had never heard of Ambassador Hari, but hoped he was as nice as the Felinian Ambassador, Tigran, 

Kitten’s dad. 

‘C’mon Billy, let’s get you to the departure lounge,’ dad urged. He turned to the Commander and saluted with a 

respectful, ‘Sir,’ as they left. 

The GSC Starburst arrived on time to the second. Once on board and installed in his cabin, Billy had a quite a 

wait until the ship was due to dock at Acyonix where he hoped Kitten, his cat-like alien friend, would board. He 

spent the time usefully in his cabin, practicing his drone control and aim. He programmed his drone to take off 

and wait a random time period between one and five seconds before moving a foot or two in a random 

direction. He then sat in a corner with his Vengicator 350 and shot plastic tipped foam darts at a small paper 

target hanging beneath it (he didn’t want to damage his actual drone!). Once he figured out how to stop the 

drone flying into the walls, it was immensely good fun, and he was getting to be a very good shot at a moving 

target, albeit at ranges of less than ten feet. 

Eventually, the ship docked at Acyonix, and to his relief, Kitten duly boarded. She was again accompanied by 

her father, Ambassador Tigran, as well as an extraordinarily tall human dressed in flowing white robes with a 

hood that framed a heavily tanned face sporting a snow-white, neatly trimmed beard, making him look almost 



alien himself. All were pulling small floating suitcases. Billy decided he wanted one of them as he’d already 

broken a wheel off his new travel bag. 

Kitten shouted, ‘Billy!’ as she stepped through the gate, pounced at him and gave him a terribly embarrassing 

hug, accompanied by a frankly rather disturbing lick to the side of his face. Her tongue felt like a piece of moist 

sandpaper. 

As they separated, Kitten looked embarrassed and stuttered, ‘Oh, I am sorry! I forgot that you humans shake 

appendages!’ She held out her hand, with its squid-like tentacles for fingers. ‘I was so pleased to see you that I 

greeted you like a Felinian!’ 

‘S’okay,’ Billy muttered, shaking her ‘hand’ politely, but looking down at the floor to hide the blushes he hoped 

weren’t there. ‘Good to see you, too.’ 

‘Billy, I’d like to introduce you to Ambassador Matthew Hari, Earth’s new representative to the Galactic 

Coalition!’ Tigran waived a tentacle at the man who smiled almost too pleasantly at Billy, and also held out a 

long fingered, manicured hand to him. 

‘Absolute pleasure to meet you, son,’ he positively beamed at Billy as he spoke, shaking his hand a bit too hard, 

and for a second too long, Billy felt. ‘Commander Fortran has told me so much about you, I feel I know you 

already! If there is anything you need, anything at all, please let me know. Tell you what, I’ll give you my private 

number so you can message me anytime.’ The smile remained on his face like it had been fixed there, but Billy 

didn’t think it reached the man’s eyes properly. 

‘Ah, thank you, mister, er Ambassador, sir.’ Releasing Billy’s now squashed hand, the man tapped at his Comm-

tech and Billy’s beeped as it received his address file. Billy tapped his own Comm-tech twice to accept the file, 

once to accept it and the second time to kill the ‘Are you sure,’ message. 

‘Once we’re installed in our cabins, I’ll get us all something to drink and you can tell me all about the, er,’ his 

voice dropped to a whisper as he leaned in toward Billy. ‘The MDD stuff, yes?’ 

He straightened and winked, still smiling. 



‘Okay, sir.’ Billy felt he had no option but to agree, as the man was probably very important, but really he 

wanted to disappear off with Kitten and show her his Vengicator and the drone. 

‘We’ll meet you in the Starboard bar in twenty minutes, yes?’ 

Billy reluctantly nodded as the three of them headed off. 

 

… 

 

It wasn’t as bad as Billy had feared. Ambassador Hari seemed genuinely interested in the Planet Bomb stuff 

and couldn’t praise Billy enough as he described how he had re-programmed the MDD missile, freed himself 

and warned the Darkmites. He also bought Billy and Kitten a Cosmic Crush each, red lukewarm slushy drinks 

which were both bitter and sweet, and which caused only mild sparkling as their protective Field suits zapped 

the alien poison and germs to make them safe. The two Ambassadors both had thick syrup like drinks, so cold 

that steaming ice formed on the outside of their glasses and whatever was in the drinks made them make 

‘Aaahhhh’ noises when they sipped them, like they hurt to drink. They’d both needed to set their Field suit 

filters to ‘Allow Mild Toxins’ before drinking them. 

When he had finished his story, the Ambassador put his arm on Billy’s shoulder in what Billy was sure the man 

thought was a fatherly, comforting manner.  

‘You did very well, Billy, as I’m sure you know,’ he said as he swirled his drink round in its glass, more steam 

flowing from where his fingers touched the glass, their heat warring against the attempts of the glass’s 

contents to form ice on the outside. ‘In particular, saving the Darkmite station was excellent work.’ Billy 

thought saving Earth and himself was pretty excellent too but continued to listen politely. ‘It’s proof that we 

respect their right to life, and I am sure they will see that we mean them well.’ He paused, then continued with 

a sense of urgency in his voice. ‘We need to stop them hating us, Billy. We need to get on with them, that’s 

very important if we are to succeed within the Coalition. Anything you can do to get on with the Darkmites at 

the Academy, what did you say their names were...?’ 



‘Murdrax, Scritch and Grizzlick,’ Billy supplied. 

‘Yes, anything you can do to get on with them and befriend them would be a great help towards inter-species 

co-operation and mending the bridges between us. Do you understand?’ 

Billy felt confused. ‘My dad and the Commander on the moon say I’m to avoid them. They say the Darkmites 

want to get me expelled so they can invade Earth.’ 

‘And I understand why they would say that, but they’re wrong. We’re playing a bigger game here than just 

covering up you sneaking onto the moon-base last year. Of course, you need to do well and not get yourself in 

trouble, but I need you to be clever, Billy. You have a fantastic future ahead of you in the Corps. If you can win 

the Darkmites over into liking you, learn the lessons on diplomacy that the Admiral is so keen you all learn, that 

would be a massive step towards what I am trying to achieve for Earth, and the whole Coalition for that 

matter.’ 

Billy felt like something else he didn’t understand was now expected of him. 

‘Earth needs you to grow up very quickly, Billy. I know it’s a lot to ask of you, but do you think you can do that? 

Be nice to the Darkmites? Try to win them over?’ 

Billy nodded. He thought that was the best way to shut the Ambassador up. He thought the Ambassador might 

have a good point, and it was what the Admiral wanted, everyone to get on and be nice to everyone else, but 

frankly Billy had no intention of going against his dad and trying to befriend the evil little snots. He thought it 

was more likely that his dog, Wiggy, could beat him at chess than he would get on with the Darkmites, as he 

was pretty sure they wanted him dead, and nothing was going to change that. 

‘Excellent! I knew I could rely on you, Billy.’ He ruffled Billy’s hair and sat back, flinching in what looked like mild 

pain as he took another sip of his drink. 

Docking at Deprementium, Billy was disappointed when Murdrax, his two cronies, Ambassador Sleed and a 

handful of other Darkmites boarded, having sadly not died in great pain of some alien virus. Hari had insisted 

they greet the Darkmites as they arrived and bowed deeply to Sleed as he led his delegation through the Gate. 

‘Ah, Ambassador Sleed. A pleasure to finally make your acquaintance. Allow me to introduce myself.’ 



The Darkmites stopped in front of him as Sleed cast his large eyes up and down Hari before replying. 

‘We know who you are, Ambassador Hari. What we do not know, is why you are greeting us, or why you are 

even on this ship.’ Sleed didn’t sound as pleased as Hari had done. 

‘I have good reason to be here, Ambassador,’ Hari smiled back at the Darkmite, ignoring the obvious distain in 

Sleed’s voice. ‘You may be aware of the fact that we have established a new state-of-the-art hydrogen mine 

and fuelling station around one of our Gas giants.’ 

‘We are,’ Sleed acknowledged. 

‘Well, I’m on my way to the Coalition forum to lodge a request to formally re-direct some additional trade 

routes to pass through our system for re-fuelling as we now have the capacity to service more vessels.’ 

‘We are pleased for you, we are sure.’ Billy didn’t think Sleed sounded pleased, and he noticed that Murdrax 

had seen him and was giving him what he thought was an evil stare, lips twitching enough to just about reveal 

his teeth. ‘We are not sure why you feel this concerns us?’ Sleed added. 

Hari’s fixed smile hadn’t faded an inch in the face of Sleed’s sarcasm, and his polite, semi-formal tone of voice 

continued unchanged. ‘It concerns you as we’d like to offer you very heavy discounts and preferred rates for 

using the station. Very heavy. Barely cost price.’ 

‘Really?’ Billy detected a change to Sleed’s tone. ‘And why would you do this?’ 

‘Let me just say that whilst, of course, we cannot agree that your issues with us have any legal or factual basis, 

we would like to reduce the tension between our races, so if we can make, shall we say, financial concessions 

to you, we would be delighted to do so.’ 

Sleed allowed himself to smile. That smile terrified Billy. There seemed to be pure evil glinting behind Sleed’s 

large, dark eyes, and Billy the noticed all the Darkmites had the same, loathsome expression on their faces. The 

face of a bad person about to hurt someone and enjoy it. The face of a crocodile about to eat a deer. 

‘We are grateful for your sentiments, Ambassador.’ Sleed was almost purring. ‘We are sure we will be delighted 

to use your facilities if suitable terms can be agreed.’ 



‘I do not like this,’ Kitten whispered to Billy. He nodded back and looked at Ambassador Tigran, who was clearly 

frowning, his head cocked to one side. 

Sleed’s smile grew as his head moved to point at Kitten’s dad. ‘Better rates than even Felinians receive, we dare 

say. Come with us, we think a private discussion is called for.’ 

‘Of course,’ Hari inclined his head again. ‘It would be my pleasure.’ He turned to Billy and the two Felinians, 

saying, ‘If you will excuse me?’ before walking off with the Darkmite delegation. 

Tigran stared at his back as he left, his tail puffed up and twitching from side to side in obvious irritation. 

‘The humans would not give better rates to the Darkmites than they would to us, would they, Father?’ Kitten 

asked. In reply, Tigran hissed at the now distant figures and stormed off, leaving Billy and Kitten to stare at each 

other in confusion. 

‘C’mon,’ Billy finally said, breaking the silence, ‘I’ve got stuff to tell you. Someone tried to blow up our moon 

base with a nuclear missile last week!’ 

‘Uh, what?’ kitten’s mouth hung open, showing the full array of her small, sharp teeth. ‘Please, tell me 

everything!’ 

‘Well,’ Billy began, as they headed away from the Gate area, hurrying to keep up with Kitten’s father who was 

stomping ahead in a fury, ‘there were no Darkmites on the station and I was in the Zero-G room …’ 



 


